Delegate Assembly Meeting Minutes
8/10/2016 MUB 230


Chris Hanzo, Michael McCown, Athena Waid

1. Welcome Back and Approval of Agenda
2. Presentation on New TA Contract Language
   b. Evaluation, FSAs: Malaika
   c. Load Factors, Office Hours: Wendy K
   d. Commencement, E-mail: Wendy K
   e. Salary Placement: Chris
   f. Health Benefits: Chris
   g. Categoricals: Chris
3. Small group discussion groups/Q&A
4. m/s/p to Recommend Ratification of the Tentative Agreement to the General Membership
5. Next Steps
   a. Solidarity Summer Report: Faculty spend time at Solidarity training sessions over the summer.
   b. Diamond Dave commends us for Student/Faculty solidarity
   c. Committee work
      1) Fall Campaigns - Alisa
      2) Grievance/layoffs/financial aid counselors - Michael/Malaika Grievance Action Team
      3) Class Cancellation/Cuts/Growth - Tim/Chris
      4) Next round of negotiations
6. Adjournment